Abstract. Models of fluid mechanics phenomena like the deflector of maximal drag or maximal lifting lead to maximization problems whose solutions are obtained using a method based on. a Jensen inequality. The purpose of this paper is to point out the united character of the given solutions. A scheme is derived for an unconstrained and for a constrained maximization problem, which is applied to four examples.
Introduction
Models of fluid mechanics phenomena like the deflector of maximal drag [ 3}- [6] or maximal lifting [9] , lead to maximization problems whose solutions are obtained using a method based on a Jensen inequality. The unknown of these optimization problems is a function, which in our examples represents the velocity distribution. The involved object functional is nonlinear.
The purpose of this paper is to point out the united character of the given solutions.
The main idea to maximize a functional I{u) is based on the use of the Jensen inequality, to majorate I{u) to a functional J(u), whose maximal point may be easily computed and which is a constant function u*. If the Jensen inequality is applied to a constant function then there is the equality case. From the relations
The Jensen inequality
We recall the used Jensen's inequality [2] . It may be obtained from the general Jensen inequality [1] . The presented proof of this theorem is from [8] . 
Proof, (i) The condition F o ip e V implies that a < <p(x) < (3 for any x 6 S. Using the properties of L we obtain a < L(<p) < (3.
(ii) For any e > 0, separating the convex sets {(i, y) : 
From (3) it results that p o ip < F o ip and then
Because e > 0 is arbitrary, we have (ii).
• As a consequence we have:
where the equality case holds if g(x) is a constant function.
For F -exp, it results the desired inequality.
• 3. An unconstrained maximization problem Let us consider the maximization problem of the functional
where / and F are given functions. We suppose that f(x) > 0 in (a, b). The unknown function u(x) is searched in the set of functions which assure the existence of the integrals. We shall use the notations:
Applying Jensen's inequality to the denominator, we find
Let y* be a point which maximizes the function y -> Then, for the function tt*(x) = e [a, 6] we have
hence u, is the solution of the maximization problem (5).
EXAMPLE 3.1. In [9] it is studied the maximal lifting for the optimal profile on sprayless planning surface and the following maximization problem is obtained:
By our scheme, we have £ = 2 , F(y) = 2y and = whose maximum point is y* = 2. The function which maximizes the functional I(u) is then u»(x) = ^ = 1. In the next two examples the deflector of maximal drag is modeled for the potential flow of an inviscid, incompressible and limited fluid jet, which encounters a symmetrical, curvilinear obstacle. As the canonical domain, in [5] the Levi-Civita circle is used , while in [4] the half plane is used.
Example 4.1. In [4] it is considered the optimization problem
subject to the constraint
If we put t(x) = u(x) + In y^r^y, the objective functional becomes (see the next section) (14) I(u) = T(,pl) + ^ 1 -j^-dx
and Li2(a) = Euler's dilogarithm series [7] , [5] , [6] . The constraint (14) becomes Finally, in [4] , the parameter a is determined to maximize the function $(a). 
